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A B S T R A C T  

Retrieving images from very large collections, using image 
content as a key, is becoming an important problem. Find- 
ing objects in image databases is a big challenge in the 
field. This paper describes our approach to object recogni- 
tion, which is distinguished by: a rich involvement of early 
visual primitives, including color and texture; hierarchical 
grouping and learning strategies in the classification pro- 
cess; the ability to deal with rather general objects in un- 
controlled configurations and contexts. We illustrate these 
properties with three case-studies: one demonstrating the 
use of color and texture descriptors; one learning scenery 
concepts using grouped features; and one demonstrating a 
possible application domain in detecting naked people in a 
scene. 

1. I N T R O D U C T I O N  
Very large collections of images are becoming common, and 
users have a clear preference for accessing images in these 
databases based on the objects that are present in them. 
Creating indices for these collections by hand is unlikely 
to be successful, because these databases can be gigantic. 
Furthermore, it can be very difficult to impose order on 
these collections. For example, the California Department 
of Water Resources (DWR) collection contains of the order 
of half-a-million images; a subset of this collection can be 
searched at http://elib.cs.berkeley.edu. Another ex- 
ample is the collection of images available on the Internet, 
which is notoriously large and disorderly. Classical object 
recognition techniques from computer vision cannot help 
with this problem. Recent techniques can identify specific 
objects drawn from a small (of the order of 100) collection, 
but no present technique is effective a t  the general classifi- 
cation task. In this short paper we will not attempt to cover 
all the related literature in the field (e.g. [1,2]). For a com- 
plete reference and comparison among the current systems 
in handling image databases, please refer to [3] .  

This paper presents case studies illustrating an approach 
to determining image content that is capable of object clas- 
sification. Our approach is to construct a sequence of suc- 
cessively abstract descriptors, a t  an increasingly high level, 
through a hierarchy of grouping and learning processes. At 
the lowest level, grouping is based on spatiotemporal co- 
herence of local image descriptors-color, texture, disparity, 
motion-with contours and junctions extracted simultane- 
ously to organize these groupings. At the next stage, the 
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assumptions that need to be invoked are more global (in 
terms of size of image region) as well as more class-specific. 
Slogans characterizing this approach are: groupzng proceeds 
from the local to the global; and groupzng proceeds from zn- 
vokzng generic assumptions to more specific ones. 

We see three major issues: 1. Segment ing  images 
in to  coherent  regions based on in tegra ted  region 
a n d  contour  descriptors: An important stage in iden- 
tifying objects is deciding which image regions come from 
particular objects. This is simple when objects are made of 
stuff of a single, fixed color; however, most objects are cov- 
ered with textured stuff, where the spatial relationships be- 
tween colored patches are important. The content-based re- 
trieval literature contains ,a wide variety of examples of the 
usefulness of quite simple descriptions in describing images 
and objects. Color histograms are a particularly popular 
example; however, color histograms lack spatial cues, and 
so must confuse, for example, the English and the French 
flags. In what follows (section 2), we show three important 
cases: in the first, features extracted from the orientation- 
histogram of the image we used for the extraction of co- 
herent texture regions. In the second, the observation that 
a region of stuff is due to the periodic repetition of a sim- 
ple tile yields information about the original tile, and the 
repetition process. Finally, measurements of the size and 
number of small blobs of color yield information about stuff 
regions - such as fields of f€owers - that cannot be obtained 
from color histograms alone. 

2. Learning as a methodology for developing t h e  
relationship between object classes and color, tex- 
t u r e  a n d  shape descriptors: Given the color, texture 
and shape descriptors for a set of labeled objects, one can 
use machine learning techniques to train a classifier. In 
section 3 ,  we show results obtained using a decision tree 
classifier that was trained to distinguish among a number 
of visual concepts that are common in our image database. 
A novel aspect of this work is the use of grouping as part of 
the process of constructing, the descriptors, instead of using 
simple pixel-level feature vectors. Interestingly, the output 
of a classifier can itself be used to guide higher level group- 
ing. While this work is preliminary, it does suggest a way to 
make less tedious the processes of acquiring object models 
and developing class-basecl grouping strategies. 

Classifying objects based on pr imi t ive  de- 
scriptions a n d  relationships between primitives: Once 
regions have been described as primitives, the relationships 
between primitives become important. Finding people or 
animals in images is essentially a process of finding regions 
corresponding to segments and then assembling those seg- 
ments into limbs and girdles. This process involves explor- 
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Figure 1 Local wzndows, of szze 4 x 4 pzxels,are classz- 
f ied as  non-textured regzons, textured regzons and boundary 
e lements  zn thzs zmage of a leopard by analyszng the orzen- 
tatzon hzstogram of the  gradzent zmage zn the wzndow. A 
small  D C  component  zn the  orzentatzon hzstogram zdentz- 
f i es  no-texture regzons, permzttzng u s  to  focus  fur ther  atten- 
tzon o n  the more  znterestzng, textured regzons of the zmage. 
Boundary  e lements  correspond t o  both brzghtness edges as 
well as texture edges,. t hey  are to  be dzstznguzshed f r o m  
the  znterzors of textured regzons. Thzs dzstznctzon zs made  
by computzng the  180' normadzzed cross-correlatzon mea- 
sure of the  orzentatzon hzstogram Wzndows are labeled as 
boundary zf t hey  have  a small  hzstogram cross-correlatzon 
figure a t  both hzgh and  low resolutzons; textured otherwzse. 
No te  tha t  the textured regzon extracts the  entzre leopard, as 
well as the  grass Extractzng boundary znformatzon unzfied 
wzth textured-regzon znformatzon helps elzmznate the confu- 
szon between the  t rue  anzmal boundary and the  m a n y  edges 
caused by the  anzmal's  spots. 

ing incidence relationships, and is constrained by the human 
and animal kinematics. We have demonstrated the power 
of this constraint-based representation by building a system 
that can tell quite reliably whether an image contains naked 
people or not, which is briefly described in section 4. 

2. C A S E  1: C O L O R  A N D  T E X T U R E  
P R O P E R T I E S  OF R E G I O N S  

Color and texture are two important low-level features in 
the initial representation of the input image; as such they 
form the initial phase of the grouping framework. Texture is 
a well-researched property of image regions. We want to in- 
troduce several new perspectives related to texture descrip- 
tors and texture grouping which were motivated from the 
content-based retrieval task; and which we believe present 
new problems in the field. 

The first task that we present is that of identifying re- 
gions of uniform intensity vs. regions that are textured. 
This categorization enables the extraction of foreground vs. 
background regions in the image, guiding the search for ob- 
jects in the scene. In addition, distinguishing among tex- 
ture patterns which are singly-oriented, multiply-oriented, 

Figure 2:  A textzle image. T h e  orzgznal image  i s  shown 
o n  the  left,  and the  center image  shows the  init ial  patches 
found .  T h e  crosses are the  locatzons o f  un i t s  grouped to- 
gether. T h e  zmage o n  the rzght shows the  segmented regzon 
is displayed. 

or which are stochastic in nature, can allow for further cat- 
egorization of the scene and for the extraction of higher- 
level features to aid the recognition process (e.g. single- 
oriented flow is a strong characteristic of water waves, grass 
is stochastic etc). Finally, boundaries between a textured 
region and the background, or between differing texture 
segments, are an additional important feature which can 
facilitate the extraction of contour descriptors and shape 
understanding. Figure 1 displays preliminary results of the 
textured-region analysis. 

A second problem of interest is the detection of periodic 
repetition of a basic tile, as a means for region grouping. 
Such regions can be described by a representation which 
characterizes the individual basic element, and then repre- 
sents the spatial relationships between these elements. Spa- 
tial relationships are represented by a graph where nodes 
correspond to individual elements and arcs join spatially 
neighboring elements. With each arc r tJ  is associated an 
affine map A,, that best transforms the image patch I(x2) 
to I ( z , ) .  This affine transform implicitly defines a corre- 
spondence between points on the image patches at x z  and 
2,. An example of repetitive tile grouping is presented in 
figure 2 .  A more elaborate description of this work can be 
found in [4]. 

Finally, we note that many interesting textures, such as 
fields of flowers, consist of a representative spatial distribu- 
tion of colored elements. The size and spatial distribution 
of blobs of color is a natural first step in fusing color and 
texture. It is also a natural stuff description - and hence, 
query - which is particularly useful for outdoor scenes in 
the case of hues ranging from red to yellow. We achieve 
this query by the following method: 

* forming a Gaussian pyramid for each color map ob- 
tained by coarsely requantizing hue, saturation, and 
value (HSV) channels. For example, an orange color 
map would reflect those pixels which fall within a 
certain range around orange in HSV space; 

e thresholding the output of a system of a center-surround 
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Figure 3: Querying the  Cypress database f o r  images tha t  
contain a large number  of small  yellow blobs and a hor izon  
yields scenic views of fields of f lowers (available o n  the  W e b  
csthttp://elib.cs.berkeley.edu/cypress). T h e  horizon 
is obtained by searching in f r o m  each boundary o f  the im- 
age f o r  a blue region, extending to  the boundary, tha t  does 
no t  curve very  sharply. In this case, the  combination of  
spatial and  color queries yields a query tha t  encapsulates 
conten t  surprisingly well. This  example demonstrates tha t  
the  language of blobs is a powerful and useful early cue to  
content.  No te  tha t  the  ordering of the  images i n  response 
t o  the  query (as  presented in this figure) i s  arbitrary. No 
relative ranking i s  performed. 

“dot” filters and oriented ‘%ne’’ filters (all zero-mean), 
and counting the number of distinct responses to a 
particular filter. 

Responses at a coarse scale indicate large blobs of the 
appropriate color; responses a t  finer scales indicate smaller 
blobs. The number of blobs at each scale and orientation 
for each color is returned. Figure 3 shows the results of one 
such query. 

3. CASE 2: LEARNING TO GROUP SCENERY 
Given a set of visual primitives, we can learn higher level 
concepts by appropriate grouping strategies. As a demon- 
stration of this idea, we have implemented a simple system 
for automatic image annotation. The system is capable of 
detecting concepts such as sky, water and man-made struc- 
ture in color images. 

Our approach begins with an early-visual processing 
step to obtain color and texture information and then pro- 
ceeds with a number of parallel grouping strategies. The 
grouping strategies seek to combine the results of the first 
processing step in a manner which lends itself to the task 
of classification. For example, a region of an image which is 
(1) coherent with respect to its light blue color and lack of 
texture, (2) is located in the upper half of the image and ( 3 )  
is elongated horizontally, suggests the presence of sky. The 
classification of concepts based on grouped features is ac- 

Figure 4: Illustrating the  color/texture channels and  group- 
ing  strategies f o r  a t es t  image. Top row: original image, 
It. blue separation, green separation. Rows  2 and 3: results 
of the three grouping strategies (solid, oriented, dif fuse) f o r  
the  It. blue and green channels,  respectively. B o t t o m  row: 
T h e  homogeneously oriented regions in the  striped canopy  
in the  image  o n  the  left show u p  as  distinct blobs in the  re- 
sult of the second (oriented) grouping strategy, shown o n  the  
right. Combinations of these properties t ha t  are diagnostic 
of various types of stuff are then  learned; typical classifica- 
t i on  results appear i n  table 1 .  

complished by means of a decision tree (which was learned 
using (24.5, a commercial system for learning decision trees 
from labeled examples). 

Figure 4 (top row) illustrates the first step of our ap- 
proach, wherein the image is decomposed into a number 
of binary color/texture ‘channels.’ The color channels are 
based on hue, saturation iind intensity, while the texture 
channels are based on the eigenvalues of the second moment 
matrix. The separation images are then fed to three paral- 
lel grouping strategies. Each grouping strategy attempts to 
specify regions in a binary image which are coherent with 
respect to one of the following rules: (1) solid contiguity, (2) 
similarity in local orientation and ( 3 )  similarity in diffuse- 
ness. The results of the t h e e  grouping strategies applied 
to the light blue and green separation images are shown in 
the center rows of figure 4. 

Each blob (or grouped region) is represented next by 
a feature vector containing its area, coordinat,es in the im- 
age, eccentricity, principle orientation, mean saturation and 
mean intensity, as well as the color/texture separation and 
grouping strategy which gave rise to it. These feature vec- 
tors are the input to a decision tree classifier. The class 
confusion matrix obtained in our experiments is shown in 
Table 1. The performance of the system as summarized 
in the confusion matrix was obtained using 10-fold cross 
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Table 1: T h e  class confuszon matrzx of our  learned 
stuff classzfication sy s t em,  showing f e w  off-diagonal entrzes 
(which correspond to misclasszficatzons). All 8 of the  lawn 
examples were mzsclosszfied as uegetatzon. Szmzlarly, 8 ou t  
of 21 trees were mzsclassified as  uegetatzon. Th i s  suggests 
tha t  our  features were no t  rzch enouah t o  dzscrimznate these 
two classes. S o m e  cloud examples were also misclassified as 
sky,  probably because of  noise in the  training data. 

validation. For the most part, the confusion matrix con- 
tains large diagonal entries, indicating a tendency to classify 
concepts correctly. Notice that when errors do occur, the 
incorrectly chosen class tends to share some salient charac- 
teristics with the correct class (e.g. tree and vegetation). 

While the current system’s use of shape (i.e. area and 
principal axes) is somewhat primitive, there is a natural 
way to proceed within the same general framework, us- 
ing symmetry features and repeating patterns, for exam- 
ple, to extend the capabilities of the system. Future work, 
wiU augment the toolbox of early vision descriptors, add 
more grouping strategies, and investigate additional learn- 
ing strategies (such as Bayes’ nets and decision graphs) 
for improved handling of spatial relationships between con- 
cepts. 

4. C A S E  3: G R O U P I N G  TO F I N D  P E O P L E  
There are several domain specific constraints in recognizing 
humans and animals, all of which suggest specialized group- 
ing activities: humans and (many!) animals are made out of 
parts whose shape is relatively simple, implying specialized 
part groupers; there are few ways to assemble these parts 
into limbs and girdles, as the kinematics of the assembly 
ensures that many configurations of these parts are impos- 
sible, implying specialized limb and girdle groupers; and, 
when one can measure motion, the dynamics of these parts 
are limited, implying that motion information strongly con- 
strains segmenting and identifying body parts. 

However, clothed people are hard to segment, because 
clothing is often marked with complex colored patterns. At- 
tempting to  classify images based on whether they contain 
naked people or not provides a useful special case. We have 
built a system for telling whether an image contains naked 
people that: first locates images containing large areas of 
skin-like pixels (stuff processing); then, within these areas, 
finds elongated regions and groups them into possible hu- 
man limbs and connected groups of limbs using a simplified 

kinematic model. 
Images containing sufficiently large skin-colored groups 

of possible limbs are reported as potentially containing naked 
people. No pose estimation, back-projection or verification 
is performed. Detailed experimental data on very general 
images, demonstrate the approach is effective [ 5 ] .  Fusing 
color, texture and shape in our paradigm makes a number 
of other application domains, including describing and de- 
tecting trees [3 ] ,  practical. Other work in this paradigm 
involves detecting animals and describing human action by 
grouping motion-coherent regions (see 
h t t p  : //HTTP . CS. Berkeley .EDU/6regler). 

5. C O N C L U S I O N  
Object models quite different from those commonly used 
in computer vision offer the prospect of effective recogni- 
tion systems that can work in quite general environments. 
The primary focus is on classzficatzon instead of zdentzjica- 
tzon. The central process is that of hierarchical grouping. 
Initially, the grouping is based on local measurements of 
color and texture coherence; as it proceeds more global and 
more specific models are invoked. In this approach, the 
object database is modeled as a loosely coordinated col- 
lection of detection and grouping rules. An object is rec- 
ognized if a suitable group can be built. Grouping rules 
incorporate both surface properties (color and texture) and 
shape information. This type of model gracefully handles 
objects whose precise geometry is extremely variable, where 
the identification of the object depends heavily on non- 
geometrical cues (e.g. color and texture) and on the inter- 
relationships between parts. Learning can be incorporated 
into the framework as a convenient way of associating ob- 
ject class labels with color, texture and shape descriptors. 

We demonstrated the paradigm with three case studies 
that are prototype implementations of modules of such a 
grouping based recognition system. 
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